
Automation capabilities for long-term success.

• RPA - Quickly and easily deploy bots to automate 
manual, repetitive, and rules-based tasks                        
between systems.

• AI Skill Designer - Enhance and customize 
automations to work with complex, end-to-end 
processes, including use cases like intelligent               
document processing (IDP).

• Smart services - Drag and drop instant automations 
with pre-built executions, assignments, and actions 
right into your workflows. 

• Business rules - Simplify complex business logic and 
decision management with intuitive tables, real-time 
validation, and integrated testing.

• Integrations - Seamlessly connect to APIs to build 
resilient, scalable automations.

Any industry, any use case.

Organizations around the world use Appian to create  
high-impact automations and applications.

Complete Automation
A suite of unified automation capabilities so you can choose the right approach for any automation need. 

Automating complex workflows across your organization requires more than a single technology. Robotic process automation 
(RPA), artificial intelligence, smart services, business rules, and integrations all play important roles in your automation 
strategy—working together to ensure your automations are more effective, resilient, and scalable than those built without 
unified automation capabilities.
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41K hours of manual work saved 
in a single year.

60% faster process completion times.

$83M saved by streamlining  
and automating contracts.

Workflow, automation, and AI  
in just 12 weeks.

User access to critical data in 
seconds rather than hours or days.
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Scale automation now and into the future.

Don’t think of automation as only a short-term fix. 
Automation can deliver sustainable change and 
differentiation, helping you build toward the future 
and transform your organization. Appian aligns your                         
multi-vendor digital and human workforce, providing the 
governance and collaboration needed to rapidly scale 
automation across your enterprise.
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Automations span from simple tasks to feature-rich applications that  
drive transformation.

Appian enables end-to-end process automation. 

We accelerate your business by helping you design, 
automate, and optimize your processes. 

Data fabric to unify data across systems and build 
powerful applications. 

Process automation to automate anything with 
integrated workflow, RPA, AI, and API integration. 

Total experience to engage internal and external 
users across web and mobile experiences. 

Process mining to discover process inefficiencies 
and optimize business outcomes. 

Learn more about the Appian Platform 
at appian.com.

10–15x shorter development cycle vs. legacy 
platforms—it is very outstanding. I would not 
be able to achieve what we have achieved 
with Maestro in terms of automation, AI 
capabilities, [and a] full feature set without 
having such short development cycles.

Moutie Wali 
Director, Technology Strategy, Telus

Appian RPA has given us not only powerful 
tools for bot development but also a complete 
automation platform for workflow management.

Luis González Gugel 
Robotics Partner Manager, Deloitte Robotics

We’re excited about the speed and scalability 
that comes from one unified automation 
stack in the cloud.

Matt Richard 
CIO, LIUNA

http://appian.com

